Traffic safety in using cellular phones while driving a car
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The use of cellular phones in cars offers a number of possibilities, but represents also a real danger while speaking, and especially while dialling the number of another subscriber. The number of cellular phones in cars is growing constantly, as unfortunately also the number of traffic accidents caused by the use of cellular phones while driving. This was the reason for studying the possibilities of hand-free dialling, e.g. by using speech only. This requires a high level of speech dialling recognition, which is provided by the application of neuronal networks. The paper describes the operating principle of such a system, SPRED. Besides, the legislative regulations are also considered regarding the use of cellular phones in cars in certain countries.

According to statistics of traffic accidents in the Republic of Croatia for 1997, cellular phones caused 164 traffic accidents (Table 1).

3. Problem of holding mt kit of the cellular phone while driving a car

The use of a phone in a car may be postponed if this is required by the situation in traffic and it is generally recommended to use the phone before or after driving, which means when the car is not moving. However, receiving telephone calls during driving cannot be avoided, except by switching off the cellular phone. In order to answer the telephone call without affecting severely the driving safety, cars are fitted today with an additional device, the so-called HANDS FREE device, which enables telephoning without having to hold the MT kit, so that both hands can remain on the wheel. With such a telephone it is possible then to telephone from the car without using your hands. The problem, however, remains when the driver wants to make a phone call, and has to dial a certain number. This operation requires additional optical control of the numerical input on the indicator, which significantly influences the driver's concentration. This was the reason for studying the possibilities of hands free dialling from a cellular phone, e.g. using speech only.

Table 1. Traffic accidents in the Republic of Croatia in 1997

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ord. No.</th>
<th>Total number of traffic accidents</th>
<th>Number of accidents involving drivers who were not using cellular telephones</th>
<th>Number of accidents involving drivers who were using cellular telephones</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>653</td>
<td>651</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4251</td>
<td>4239</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>10825</td>
<td>10803</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>97606</td>
<td>97480</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Σ</td>
<td>113337</td>
<td>113173</td>
<td>164</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. Hands free devices in a vehicle

Figure 1: Driver's reactions and errors with and without using the cellular phone while driving

A. INSECURE REACTIONS (too slow braking, insecurity in keeping the driving direction, etc.)

No telephoning in the vehicle 0.5
Telephoning in the vehicle (holding MT kit in hand) 14.6

B. ERRORS IN DRIVING (predicting traffic signs and warnings, delayed indication of the intention to change the direction, driving in the wrong direction, etc.)

No telephoning in the vehicle 0.5
Telephoning in the vehicle (holding MT kit in hand) 6.5
Problem of dialling a number from the cellular phone while driving a car

The speech dialling principle i.e. automatic dialling by pronouncing the name of the subscriber is relatively simple. The cellular phone is programmed in such a way that a certain dialling number is input over the keyboard, and then the voice recognition logic installed in the device dials the subscriber’s number. This means that when dialling, only the name of the subscriber has to be dictated into the microphone, and the electronic dialling unit selects it among a number of previously stored names, repeating it acoustically for confirmation and at the same time co-ordinating the dial number and its indication on the cellular phone display.

The speech recognition electronic unit consists of two basic groups (Figure 3). In the PARAMETERS EXTRACTION group, the relevant parameters are selected from the input voice signal, based on which decisions are made in the CLASSIFICATION group, regarding which word it was. The practical realisation of electronic voice recognition is, however, very complicated and related to multiple problems. The human capability of recognising and understanding speech is today highly developed and adaptable, whereas this cannot be achieved by far with computers. Besides, the environmental factors are also present, specific characteristics of words and speakers, lacking speech redundancy, and insufficient level of recognition.

![Figure 3. Operating principle of electronic unit for voice recognition dialling](image)

Human ear can discern environmental noises up to a very high level of voice intensity, and simultaneously filter the pronounced word very selectively so that the noise around is practically inaudible. On the contrary, voice recognition electronics cannot do this, since the vehicle environment is full of sounds, ranging from the relatively loud engine noise, possible music or news from the radio, as well as noise from the outside which burden the pronounced name of the subscriber.

If the result of electronic recognition of the pronounced name after several trials of voice dialling were low, the user would reject using such a device any more. Therefore, very high level of probability of recognition, of over 95%, is required for successful usage of electronic voice identification in cellular phones. In designing a voice recognition system it is not possible to determine all the words that need to be processed, nor can the users know which parameters have a certain similarity, and which are specially distinguished. Therefore, adaptive procedures of parameter extraction have been developed, which take into consideration the statistical algorithm samples, as well as training samples. In the majority of today applicable speech recognition units, the parallel classification algorithms are used. They re-calculate the appropriately defined distances between parameters of notions which need to be recognised and training samples, and they classify according to the selective criterion i.e. minimum distance with the final probability of the desired notion, i.e. in voice dialling, the name from the register. Using this procedure, the probability of recognition remains within the range of around 95%, but it is greatly reduced as the ambient noise increases.

Better results and increased level of recognition can be achieved by new algorithms and technologies, the so-called NEURONE NETWORKS. The artificial neuromon network is a system composed of densely interconnected processing units, arranged in layers with especially emphasised input and output layer. The basic element of the artificial neuromon network is the processing unit. Characteristics which distinguish the artificial neuromone networks as parallel models composed of processing units (artificial neurones, nodes, stations) from serial models are the following:

- there are links between units, and each link is assigned a weight which determines the strength of the connection,
- there is a rule of signals distribution, which on the basis of input signals into the unit and weights of the links connected to the unit, calculates the efficiency of the input signal of the unit,
- there is a rule of activation, which on the basis of the input signal efficiency calculates the value of the stimulation signal, i.e. the value of the output signal,
- there is a rule of learning, by the application of which the strengths of links between units change,
- there is the environment, from which input signals are received by the model.

The operation of an artificial neuromone corresponds to the operation of a biological neuromone. Artificial processing unit collects input signals from its environment and generates the output signal, transferring it to other units linked to it (Figure 4).

![Figure 4. Operating principle of neurones as basic elements of a neuromone network](image)
The units of the artificial neurone network are organised in groups which form the network layers. The network is made up of at least two layers, the input and the output layer. Input layer provides distribution of data from the environment to other network layers which process the data (input layer elements do not process the data). The output layer elements deliver the data processing results to the environment. A network can contain several inner hidden layers, which have no direct connection to the environment, but perform the data processing. The topology of the network is determined by the methods of connecting the units within a layer, and their connection between the layers. The efficiency of the artificial neurone network lies in its capability of learning and memorising the interdependence of symbols, thus indicating the main cognitive properties. In the training phase, i.e. in pronouncing the names of subscribers, classification according to various names is carried out in the electronic neurones classification unit. Speech dialling using neurone network is called SPRED (Speech Recognition and Dialling). When using it with the cellular phones the typical environmental conditions need to be taken into consideration (e.g. high level of disturbing noise). Figure 5 presents the design principle of the basic speech dialling unit, and the analogue interface for recording and reproduction of speech signals can be seen, as well as the digital interface for communicating with the cellular phone.

Figure 5. Operating principle of the speech dialling unit SPRED

The incoming analogue speech signal is digitised in Codec, and further transferred to the digital signal processor, which implements all the functions of parameter extraction and classification, which means also the neurone network itself. In one memory the resident data are stored (mainly training samples and the neurone network coefficients). For confirmation of the input speech dialling (the name of the required subscriber), after the procedure of recognising the identified name in spoken form is over, the digitised signals are transformed in Codec into analogue signals which are transmitted further through analogue interface. The information is conducted over the digital interface to the telephone, and there it is further processed. The processed information is used in such a way that the related number from the memory “Telephone directory” is loaded and displayed on the dialling indicator.

5. Regulations in the world and in Croatia regarding use of cellular phones while driving

An increasing number of countries is banning the use of cellular phones in cars during driving, except if a hands free system has been installed. In some countries the use of cellular phones is forbidden even for co-drivers riding in vehicles, since this causes distraction for the driver. Every phone call, namely, causes a slight stress in participants and an acceleration of heartbeats has been measured. Such condition lasts not only during the conversation itself, but also one minute following it. Legislative regulation on using the cellular phone while driving treats this issue very differently in different countries:

- strictly forbidden: in Italy and Portugal
- forbidden: in Australia, Brazil, Israel, Hungary, Poland, Slovenia and Switzerland (except Hands-free)
- not recommended: in France, Germany and Spain
- act being drafted: in Austria and Great Britain

In the Republic of Croatia, the problem of using the cellular phone in cars while driving is for the moment being considered.

6. Conclusion

The situation today is such that the problem of holding the MT kit of the cellular phone while driving is mainly solved by the application of the HANDS FREE system, and many car manufacturers today already deliver these devices as standard equipment.

Regarding cellular phone dialling problem while driving, it has also been solved technically today by means of a speech dialling device, but the price of such devices is still rather high. Therefore, when dialling while driving is concerned, the drivers will have to accept for some time still, the recommendation by psychologists and other scientists in the field of traffic, to make the phone calls in rest areas, which means while the car is stationary, and not while driving.
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